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Dear Decision makers.

I am absolutely wrought and sick in the stomach knowing that a percentage of the population believe that it is
 quite acceptable to terminate a pregnancy at any stage of inter uterine growth up to term.
Up to 40 weeks gestation in Victoria and soon to be in other states.

I can not express my sadness knowing that some persons would terminate a human life.  A life that is living
 from the time of conception.  For if this life wasn’t living from the time of conception, it wouldn’t survive and
 would abort naturally.

I can not wrap my brain around how society can condone the murder of an infant human child, at any stage of
 pregnancy, without any legal punishment for such an act.

Yet if a person is accused of throwing a litter of kittens in a bucket of water, their reward is a hefty fine or a
 term in prison.
Go figure!

I have worked in a Paediatric Intensive Care Unit, trying to save the lives of premature babies from 22 weeks
 gestation- sometimes with wonderful outcomes, and other times not.
We who worked in these  Units, saw that the life of these babies was worth saving, and we did everything
 possible to help these persons survive.

Now there is a Bill to be presented, to deem it lawful to terminate life at the discretion of the mother.  Kill off a
 heart beat.  Kill off a life.  Kill a human being.  Unbelievable to say the least.

This makes a mockery of the legal system as it stands today too.
It’s okay to terminate a life from any time to the birth.
It’s not okay to terminate a life later on, after birth.

I just throw my arms up in disgust and wonder how those Policy Makers can live with themselves knowing that
 they are a murderer by proxy.  Not of one child, but of many children yet to be born naturally.   Children
 needed to be disposed of due to a reason not to be recorded.  To suit a whim.  The mother’s rights cease as soon
 as the sperm unites with an ovum.

I’d like for ALL those in favour for the Termination Bill to pass, to actually go and witness the procedure of
 death of children as it happens.  At the clinic.  At ALL stages of pregnancy.  To see and hear the moment a
 child is  in utero.  To witness what actually happens during an abortion.  Not just be hearers of what
 happens.  Be there in the moment.  See the end result.  See the separated parts of the See
 the colour of .

May God forgive you who fall to the depths of indifference.

Yours Sincerely

Ingrid Napier.
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